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In this inspirational memoir, Teresa Lesher shares her search for God.  She explores factors that 
have made her who she is as well as influencers who shape who she aspires to be and who lead 
her in her quest for the Divine.  She dissects basic concepts that have been essential for her 
understanding of God as well as paradigms that shape her experience of Him.  She shares her 
journey along the Divine Path and closer to Divine Presence through expressions of submission 
to Him.  This quest for God takes her to her innermost self and ends with a discovery of life, an 
understanding of love, and a commitment to truth.

“Searching for God not only offers an inspiring, emotional insight to the author's journey to and 
through Islam, it beautifully maps out Islamic principles in an understandable and relatable way. 
Truly a five-star read!”

Ameena Blake, Muslim scholar, UK

“Searching for God, Finding Love takes the reader on an intimate human journey. With wisdom 
learned from life and from the Quran, Lesher allows the reader to pause and reflect.  The stories, 
poems, and essays in this book can be shared with Muslim friends and friends of other faiths. 
They bring us all together in the experience of loving God and remind us to slow down and pay 
attention to all the beauty we are given on our own paths. 
Pour yourself a pot of hot tea, add a drop of milk, and settle in to spend an afternoon with the 
author. She will become your friend, and help you to refocus and return to the path of Divine 
discovery.” 

Dr. Tamara Gray, Executive Director & Chief Spirituality Officer – Rabata 

Teresa Lesher

Born and raised a Christian in the United States, Teresa Lesher has spent her adult life as a 
Muslim in the Middle East, where she raised four children and served in many academic, 
research and volunteer positions.  With a PhD in Information Studies, she contributed to 
the education of librarians in Kuwait.  With cross-cultural knowledge and experience, she 
managed two NGOs that cater to expatriates in Kuwait.  With a love for writing, she has 
authored or edited Quranic dictionaries, academic works, and newspaper articles.  Now 
retired, Teresa continues to study Islam and share its beauty with others.

Hardcover: 9781597849593 
Ebook: 9781597849951 
Size: 6 x 9
146 pages /  $19.95 

SEARCHING FOR GOD, 
Finding Love

Teresa Lesher
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“Calling to good and preventing wrong” can be classified as a duty in the framework of teaching 
others about faith (tabligh). Literally meaning “to reach out” or “to convey,” tabligh is directed to 
raise the consciousness among people about their responsibility towards religion. It disseminates 
knowledge about living one’s faith in a principled way. Therefore, any discourse, or any act, that 
conveys, communicates, reminds, promotes, or publishes the teachings and commands of God 
to the unknowing—or to the less informed—or any discourse or act, that discourages or prevents 
people from being wrong, unjust, or evil, comes under the meaning of this word, tabligh.

Rooted deeply in the Qur’an, hadith, and commentaries of notable scholars, the book in your 
hands is a precious resource to comprehend the context and dynamics that make spiritual men-
toring and guidance an important part of a faithful life. The content of the book consists of tran-
scripts of a series of sermons M. Fethullah Gülen delivered early in his career as a preacher. While 
presenting extensive commentary based on examples from the time of Prophet Muhammad, 
peace be upon him, and Rightly Guided Caliphs, Gülen does so with awareness of the realities 
of the modern era, especially with regards to being free from political interests and keeping the 
scope as wide as possible so to embrace the whole of humanity. The book supports the idea that 
spiritual mentoring and guidance is an important duty and highlights some principles mentors 
should take into consideration. While being an essential reference for mentors and counselors in 
the Muslim community, the book offers many universal principles that all faith communities can 
benefit from and refer to in their services.

M. Fethullah Gülen

M. Fethullah Gülen is one of the most influential scholars in the Muslim world today. His 
ideas have inspired millions to take part in a civic movement of intercultural and interfaith 
dialogue and educational activism, which produced hundreds of quality schools and dialog 
organizations in more than 110 countries. Gülen is the author of numerous books, includ-
ing The Essentials of the Islamic Faith, Questions and Answers about Islam, Key Concepts 
in the Practice of Sufism, Pearls of Wisdom, and Toward a Global Civilization of Love and 
Tolerance.

ISBN: 9781597849586 
Ebook: 9781597849944
Size: 6 x 9
182 Pages / $19.95

CALLING TO GOOD: 
Islamic Mentoring and
Guidance in a Modern World

M. Fethullah Gulen
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For decades, Fethullah Gülen spoke on religion together with science, addressed challenging is-
sues on faith, and inspired a generation to promote education and dialogue around the world. 
Those who listened to him felt empowered by this engaging and learned man of religion. To the 
ruling establishment of Turkey, his native country, these activities were assumed to be crossing 
over the line, and they made sure he suffered the consequences, especially throughout the sec-
ond decade of the twenty-first century. Gülen and the people he inspired were scapegoated for 
the failures and malfeasance of a corrupt regime which conducted a nationwide crackdown on 
affiliated schools, foundations, and media organizations, while hundreds of thousands of teach-
ers, doctors, journalists, civil servants, and supporters affiliated with them were purged and in-
carcerated, especially in the aftermath of the “staged” coup attempt in July 2016. Devoted to the 
Truth is a series of essays Gülen wrote following this event. What transpires from this collection 
is a seasoned leader who is going through all the blood, sweat, and tears to keep his ship afloat, 
the crew and passengers safe and calm. When the world seems to be in darkness, we find Gülen 
calling out to his community that this “Eclipse” is over, and inspires them how to be “Travelers to 
the Light.” As he leads his followers on this journey, he teaches how they should hold themselves 
to account by “Facing the Self.” While feeling “Pity” for the perpetrators of all the persecution 
they are going through, Gülen shows the path on to how to “Heal” and take action “So Others 
May Live.”

Hardcover: 9781597849548
Ebook: 9781597849548
Size: 6 x 9
154 Pages / $19.95

DEVOTED TO THE TRUTH

M. Fethullah Gülen

ENDORSEMENTS:

“These essays provide an insight into how to keep going in the face of pain. Gülen keeps going 
back to the core message he has been preaching for a long time: depend upon God, look to your-
self, look to the created world, and reach out in compassion and peace.”

Rev. Prof. Simon Robinson

“In this book, you will find moderate and balanced thought and righteous deeds [and Hizmet’s] 
rational and mature Islamic authenticity in essence, spirit, and content, alongside contemporane-
ity in form, tools, and methods of work and activity.”

Prof. Dr. Mohamed Abdallah El-Sharqawy

ISLAMIC BELIEF & THOUGHT
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Islam in practice can often seem opaque to the outside viewer. New Muslims and non-Muslims 
alike look on as believers offer salah, attend Friday prayer, wear the hijab, and fast during Rama-
dan, not knowing the particulars of why or how these acts of worship are performed. If you are 
a new Muslim, or just a curious observer wanting to know more about Islam, then this book is 
for you.

Islam from Scratch attempts to bridge this wide gap in knowledge, helping readers understand 
the Islamic faith step by step, chapter by chapter. For new Muslims, this book hopes to provide 
you with the most critical information when taking your irst steps into the faith in a way that will 
not overwhelm you. By the end, hopefully you will not only understand your newfound belief and 
the intricacies that thread it, but also appreciate the rituals and history that come with it.

“Richey successfully puts down his feelings and insights from his own experiences as a revert. He 
simplies Islam and how to practice it for new Muslims with accurate resources and explanations.”

Imam Mohamed Fouad, Islamic Society of Denton

Brandon Richey

Brandon Richey is a board member of the Islamic Society of Denton in Dallas, TX, where 
he embraced Islam in late 2018. Since then, he performs public outreach for the Muslim 
community. A graduate from University of North Texas, Mr. Richey is an engineer in agri-
culture and aquaponics.

ISBN: 9781597849432
Size: 5.5 x 8.5
124 Pages / $11.95 

ISLAM FROM SCRATCH

Brandon Richey
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Trying to conceive and struggling with it is difficult and confusing; but in Taking Control, au-
thor Farah Dualeh shows how this journey can be survived. As a Muslim woman who had to go 
through this journey herself for a long time, Dualeh is sharing her first-hand experience in this 
self-help book on how to draw on prescriptions from psychology and Islam to take control of the 
process within oneself, in marriage, in relation to social pressures, on treatment options, and 
possible family setups.

“… truly touched my heart to the core”
 Dr. Amal Alahmad – Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Infertility Consultant

“Wow! What a read. I cried, I nodded, I smiled”
 Dr. Abia Afsar-Siddiqui

“… encourages the reader to find the joy in life”
 Adwaa Khudhari, MD – Obstetrics & Gynaecology

Farah Dualeh

Farah Dualeh has historically worked in the charity sector for over 12 years and has a BA in 
Social Science and a postgraduate qualification in Community Leadership and Law. Farah 
is the founder of Inspire Her Coaching, a life coaching and training service for women. 
Having experienced infertility herself and trying to conceive for more than a decade, she’s 
extremely passionate about helping Muslim women navigate infertility and live happy, ful-
filling lives despite the hardship of TTC.

ISBN: 9781597849494
Ebook: 9781597849838
Size: 6 x 9
152 pages /  $16.95

TAKING CONTROL: 
A Muslim Woman’s Guide
to Surviving Infertility

Farah Dualeh
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Contributors: Albert Frolov - M. Fethullah Gülen - Heidi Hoover - Paul Jacobson - Serdar Kilic - 
Anne McRae Wrede - Yakov Nagen - Daniel Skubik - Sumeyra Tosun - Mariya Tytarenko - Hakan 
Yesilova

The Festival of Sacrifice (Eid al-Adha) is one of the two most important celebrations in the Islamic 
tradition in which Muslims around the world join in prayer, practice sacrifice (qurban), and feast-
ing. This festival also marks one of the biggest annual assemblies of the world, the Hajj – the pil-
grimage, as millions of Muslims observe the rites in the footsteps of Prophet Abraham. Abraham, 
the patriarch, symbolizes matchless submission and trust in God, spirit of sacrifice, and generous 
hospitality. His is the path of Abrahamic sacrifice observed for no intent other than getting closer 
to the Truth. Featuring authors from the Jewish, Christian, and Islamic traditions, this work pre-
sents Abraham’s story which is full of lessons for the faithful.

ISBN:9781597849579 
Size: 7.5 x 8.5
68 pages / $11.95

CLOSER TO THE TRUTH:
Jewish, Christian, Muslim
Perspectives

Tughra Books

ISBN:9781597849579
Size: 7.5 x 8.5
68 pages  / $11.95

FAST-PRAY-SHARE: 
Ramadan Reflections

Tughra Books

Contributors: Lawrence Brazier - Abdul Basit Jamal Bukhari - M. Fethullah Gülen - Sana Khan 
- Cassandra Lawrence - Hannah Matus - Martha Trunk - Rabbi Burton Visotzky - Jeff Wearden - 
Hakan Yesilova
Fasting is an ancient form of worship practiced by followers of many faith traditions. To reinforce 
community spirit and honor this practice with feelings of gratitude, Muslims break bread not 
only with other Muslims but also with friends and colleagues who subscribe to other religions. 
Featuring authors from different faith groups, “Fast-Pray-Share: Ramadan Reflections” aims to 
contribute to the rejuvenating spirit of this holy month.
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Based on Said Nursi’s Risale-i Nur, Ali Ünal presents a scientific and logical argument for the valid-
ity of one of religion’s main elements of faith: belief in the resurrection and the afterlife.

ISBN: 9780970437006
Size: 6 x 9 / 256 pages / Paperback / $12.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846325 / $4.99

THE RESURRECTION AND 
THE AFTERLIFE

Ali Ünal

A BRIEF GUIDE: 
Islam – Belief and Practice

Suleyman Eris

ISBN: 9781597840514
Size: 5 x 7½ / 104 pages / Paperback / $4.00 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846523 /  $4.99

This book is intended to open a small window into Islamic belief and practice in order to assist 
beginners desiring to learn the basics of Islam.

UNDERSTANDING THE BASIC 
PRINCIPLES OF ISLAM

Ömer A. Ergi

ISBN: 9781597842457
Size: 5 x 7½  / 140 pages 
Paperback /  $6.95

This book describes and explains the meaning of the essential articles of faith and basic forms 
of worship in Islam. The narration is enriched with relevant essays from prominent scholars. In 
addition to the answers given to frequently asked questions, the author uses different allegories 
and metaphors in order to clarify his points.

BASICS OF ISLAM
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This book helps those who are interested in Islam and young Muslims to rationalize fundamental 
principles and ethical values of Islamic faith.

ISBN: 9781597842976 
Size: 6 x 9 / 216 pages
Paperback / $9.95 

CAN A BRIDGE BUILD ITSELF?

Ömer A. Ergi

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
ABOUT ISLAM (Vol.1)

M. Fethullah Gülen

ISBN: 9781597840644
Size: 6 x 9 / 172 pages / Paperback / $14.95
ISBN: 9781597840651 / Vol. 1 / Hardcover / $18.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846196 /  $9.99
Audiobook ISBN: 8697403984192 /  $9.95

Questions and Answers about Islam addresses essential questions concerning Islamic faith, such 
as God and the nature of His existence, worship, Prophethood, destiny and free will.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
ABOUT ISLAM (Vol.2)

M. Fethullah Gülen

ISBN: 9781932099256
Size: 6 x 9  / 238 pages / Paperback / $12.95 
ISBN: 9781597842037 / Vol. 2 / Hardcover / $15.95 
E-book ISBN: 8697403984482 / $9.99

Questions and Answers about Islam addresses essential questions concerning Islamic faith, such 
as God and the nature of His existence, worship, Prophethood, destiny and free will.

BASICS OF ISLAM
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The life and teachings of the Prophet Abraham are presented from 
an Islamic standpoint in this meditation on the interfaith figure.

ISBN: 9781597840750
Size: 6 x 9 / 220 pages / Paperback / $12.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846271 /  $6.99

THE MESSAGE OF ABRAHAM

Ibrahim Canan

This book portrays one of the most significant personalities in the 
history of Islam. Taking the misunderstandings and defamation 
about her into consideration, Aisha bint Abu Bakr needs to be un-
derstood correctly. 

ISBN: 9781597842662
Size: 6 x 9 / 232 pages / Paperback / $15.95

AISHA: The Wife, the Companion, the Scholar

Resit Haylamaz

This book goes beyond the current controversy around his name 
and tries to explore Gülen as a scholar around his certain personal 
traits and some of the key concepts he has been emphasizing over 
the years to mobilize his audience.

ISBN-10: 1597849332 
ISBN-13: 978-1597849333 / Size: 6 x 9 / 265 pages/ $19.95 

A LIFE IN TEARS: Understanding 
Fethullah Gulen and His Call to Service

Salih Yucel

Bilal al-Habashiwas one of the early converts to Islam as a slave. 
He possessed an unceasingly belief in, and love for God and His 
Messenger. 

ISBN: 9781597849272
Size: 6 x 9 / 162 pages / Paperback / $ 12.95

BILAL AL-HABASHI:
An Examplar of Patience and Devotion

Hilal & Abdullah Kara
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This book is a biographical work on the fascinating life of a person 
who devoted himself to community service and interfaith dialogue 
in Australia.

ISBN: 9781597842259
Size: 6  x 9  / 200 pages / Paperback / $15.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846332 / $9.99

THE STRUGGLE OF IBRAHIM

Salih Yücel

This inspirational memoir chronicles why and how Rabia Brodbeck 
journeyed from the exciting world of modern dance in New York 
City to Istanbul, where she lovingly embraced Islam.

ISBN: 9781597841429
Size: 6  x 9 / 312 pages / Paperback / $15.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846127 / $9.99

FROM THE STAGE TO THE PRAYER MAT

Rabia Christine Brodbeck

This inspirational memoir conversion to the Sufi path of selftrans-
formation and self-discipline and discusses the humanistic and lov-
ing aspects of the author’s adopted faith.

ISBN: 9781597841351
Size: 6  x 9  / 350 pages / Paperback / $18.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846523 / $4.99

JOURNEY THROUGH TEN THOUSAND VEILS

Maryam Kabeer Faye

Mawlana Jalaladdin Rumi is one of distinguished geniuses and 
spiritual guides whose message echoes from the thirteenth cen-
tury war-torn Minor Asia into our modern global world which is no 
less hurt and vulnerable.

ISBN: 9781597841160
Size: 6  x  9  / 130 pages / Paperback / $9.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846219 /  $6.99

RUMI: BIOGRAPHY AND MESSAGE

Cihan Okuyucu
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This book is an essential guide for Muslim families to nurture the spiritual needs of the children 
in developing their characters.

ISBN: 9781597842785
Size: 6 x 9 / 132 pages
Paperback / $11.95

FROM SEED TO CEDAR: 
Nurturing the Spiritual Needs in Children

M. Fethullah Gülen

JESUS AND MUHAMMAD: 
Commonalities of Two Great Religions

Daniel Hummel

ISBN: 9781597849258
Size: 6 x 9 / 228 pages
Paperback / $15.95

Jesus and Muhammad lived in different times and in different contexts. An absolute comparison 
of the careers of these two men is not a satisfactory method in understanding the similarities 
and differences between their teachings. This book approaches this topic from a different per-
spective. 

TOWARD A GLOBAL CIVILIZATION 
OF LOVE AND TOLERANCE

ISBN: 9781932099683
Size: 6 x 9 / 262 pages / Paperback /  $14.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846387 / $6.99
Audiobook ISBN: 9781597848544 / $14.95

This book touches on certain dynamics regarding the theoretical and cultural basis of the model 
Fethullah Gülen has developed based on dialogue, tolerance, concurrence among different 
groups that come from different religions, cultures, and civilizations. 

M. Fethullah Gülen

FAMILY & SOCIETY
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The global threat of war, terrorism, the increased gap between poor and rich, famine, malnutrition, 
global warming and pollution, and many other social and cultural problems, pose a real challenge 
for present citizens of the globe. Intellectuals and politicians take these challenges as their 
primary concerns. Despite the existence of some pessimists, there are a number of initiatives 
working for the common good and expending great effort to solve these problems.

The Hizmet (Gülen) Movement is one of the most influential initiatives that should be taken 
into consideration in this context. Fethullah Gülen is a Turkish Muslim scholar whose ideas have 
inspired and influenced many Turkish intellectuals, educators, students, businessmen, politicians 
and journalists inside and outside Turkey to establish schools, educational and intercultural 
centers, and humanitarian aids organization in more than one hundred fifty countries.

ISBN: 9781597843461
Size: 6 x 9 / 248 pages 
Paperback / $19.95

THE ART OF COEXISTENCE

Salih Yucel

A DIALOGUE OF CIVILIZATIONS

B. Jill Carroll

ISBN: 9781597841108
Size: 6 x 9 / 148 pages / Paperback /  $13.95
ISBN: 9781597840882 / Hardcover / $16.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846011 /  $6.99 
Audiobook ISBN: 9781597848520 / $9.95

The influence of Fethullah Gülen, a Turkish intellectual, scholar, and activist, over a new Islamic 
intellectual, social, and spiritual revival is revealed in this insightful book.

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE B
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ISLAMIC BELIEF & THOUGHT
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In this book, Gülen reminds us of Islamic virtues and shows the path that the lofty souls have 
followed in the past, leaving behind exceptional models.

ISBN: 9781932099874
Size: 6 x 9 / 192 pages / Paperback / $12.95 
ISBN: 9781597841276 / Hardcover / $17.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846417 / $6.99

THE STATUE OF OUR SOULS

M. Fethullah Gülen

ENDEAVOR FOR RENEWAL

M. Fethullah Gülen

ISBN: 9781597843348
Size: 6 x 9 / 288 pages 
Paperback / $14.95

True renewal is achieved by synthesizing an established, inherited set of values with the wisdom 
and learning of the present day. Turkish Islamic scholar, who inspired a movement of education 
and interfaith dialogue, M. Fethullah Gulen shares his philosophy on this complex subject in this 
collection of his powerful essays, Endeavor for Renewal. In this extraordinary book, he puts forth 
his thoughts and feelings to achieve renewal in the context of contemporary Islam.

Journey to Noble Ideals is a compilation of speeches Gülen delivered in Pennsylvania, USA, 
between 2012 and 2013. The book provides guidelines to build our individual ladders to self-
discovery. In Gülen’s prescription, climbing this ladder requires “lifelong contentedness,” “a spirit 
of chivalry,” “becoming soil to grow roses,” “balance and moderation,” “being selfcritical,” “not to 
be dizzy with worldly pleasures,” and “sincerity of intention.”

ISBN: 9781597843485 
Size: 6 x 9 / 262 pages 
Paperback / $16.95

JOURNEY TO NOBLE IDEALS

M. Fethullah Gülen
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ISLAMIC BELIEF & THOUGHT
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SPEECH AND POWER 
OF EXPRESSION

M. Fethullah Gülen

ISBN: 9781597842167
Size: 6 x 9  / 143 pages / Hardcover / $17.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846233 /  $9.99

This volume presents Gülen’s worldview in separate essays written as lead articles for a literary 
magazine, Yağmur, published in Turkish. Gülen’s approach to “speech,” his definition of poetry, 
history, and beauty are eloquently articulated in this book the content of which is deeply embroi-
dered around the lacework of Islam.

This collection of essays by Muslim scholars focuses on the importance of the universe in Islamic 
tradition. The contributors offer extensive historical and doctrinal evidence that reveals the har-
mony between Islam and positive sciences.

ISBN: 9781597840699
Size: 6 x 9 / 222 pages
Paperback / $12.95

ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVES ON 
SCIENCE

Ali Ünal

This book explains the principal elements of Islam-belief in the existence and Unity of God, in 
resurrection and the Day of Judgment, in the Divine Scriptures, as well as other familiar themes 
of Islamic discourse.

ISBN: 9781932099850
Size: 6 x 9 / 270 pages / Paperback / $14.95
ISBN: 9781597840637 / Hardcover / $17.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846264 / $9.99 
Audiobook: 9781597840422 / $19.95

THE ESSENTIALS OF THE ISLAMIC 
FAITH

M. Fethullah Gülen
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PRAYER AND HEALING IN ISLAM

Salih Yucel

Praying for health is a significant Islamic custom alongside seeking medical treatment, and has 
become a vital part of Muslim culture. There are two areas of focus in this book: the methodology 
and criteria of praying for health, and the results of a study on the effect of prayer on Muslim 
patients’ well-being.

ISLAM ADDRESSES CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

Ali Ünal

ISBN: 9780970437037
Size: 6 x 9 / 220 pages
Paperback / $12.95

Seeking to put an end to many misconceptions, this study reveals Islam’s true stance on several 
intellectual issues.

ISBN: 9781597842426
Size: 6 x 9 / 196 pages / Paperback / $15.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846172 / $9.99

ISLAMIC BELIEF & THOUGHT
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
IN THE RISALE-I NUR COLLECTION

Ali Ünal

The Risale-i Nur Collection offers general principles relating to all aspects of Islamic life, 
jurisprudence, and fields of knowledge. With its source as the Divine Wisdom, or the Divine Name 
of the All-Wise, its purpose is to provide guidance on thinking, believing, and living according to 
the precepts of Islam. Additionally, it explains the essential truths that form the foundation for 
Islamic knowledge and science.

ISBN: 9781597843690
Size: 6 x 9  / 552 pages / Paperback/ $24.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846974 
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INSIGHTS FROM THE RISALE-I NUR:
Said Nursi’s Advice for Modern Believers

Thomas Michel

ISBN: 9781597842891
Size: 6 x 9 / 250 pages
Paperback / $18.95

Thomas Michel offers an insightful and comparative analysis into the life, thoughts and major 
writings of Said Nursi in his recently published book.

Providing essential information about various components of Islamic tradition as the universal 
heritage of human history, this book also serves to better understand and respect members of 
different faiths.

ISBN: 9781932099935 
Size: 6 x 9  / 96 pages / Paperback / $8.50 E-book 
ISBN: 9781597846257 /  $6.99

THE BLESSED DAYS AND NIGHTS 
OF THE ISLAMIC YEAR

Hüseyin Algül

BEWARE! SATAN

Mehmet Yavuz Şeker

Offering a perspective of the world as an arena of assessment and testing, this masterfully illu-
minating investigation explores the struggle between man and his archenemy, Satan. The book 
claims that success in life is based on knowing one’s enemies and developing strategies. 

ISBN: 9781597841313
Size: 6 x 9 / 120 pages / Paperback / $10.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846059 / $9.99
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HOW TO LIVE AS A MUSLIM SERIES

ISBN: 9781597842105 
Size: 6  x 9 / 280 pages
Paperback / $14.95

The How to Live as a Muslim series is an essential guide for anyone who seeks to acquire an accu-
rate knowledge of Islam. The series elucidates all the facets of Islam with precise brevity in three 
volumes: An Introduction to Islamic Faith and Thought, Living in the Shade of Islam, and Living 
the Ethics and Morality of Islam.

ISBN: 9781597842112 
Size: 6 x 9 / 340 pages 
Paperback / $14.95

ISBN: 9781597842129
Size: 6 x 9 / 222 pages
Paperback / $14.95

Ali Ünal

This book seeks to explore “zakat” in Islam, one of the obligatory acts of worship with a prescribed 
time, minimum amount, prerequisites, benefactors and recipients—all perfectly explained in or-
der to smooth the progress of its fulfillment by its adherents.

ISBN: 9781597841238
Size:  6 x 9 / 182 pages / Paperback / $9.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846073 /  $6.99

CHARITY IN ISLAM

Ö. Faruk Şentürk
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ISLAMIC PRACTICE

AN INTRODUCTION TO ORATORY: Khitabah 

Abdulhakim Yüce 

ISBN: 9781597843157
Size: 6½  x  9½ / 96 pages Paperback / $8.95

Speech is a great asset to those who can use it well. One can please or hurt another person with 
language. A word can heal a broken house, or it can break a solid house. Masters of eloquence 
can inspire communities to have long contemplations.

ISLAMIC BELIEF & THOUGHT
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CLEANLINESS IN ISLAM

Remzi Kuşçular

ISBN: 9781597841207
Size: 6 x 9 / 190 pages / Paperback / $15.95

Exploring the Islamic tradition of cleanliness through detailed rules and rituals, this book defines 
physical cleanliness and analyzes other dimensions of cleanliness, like keeping the heart safe 
from various kinds of wrong thoughts and maintaining earnings that are untainted by illegitimate 
income.
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PILGRIMAGE IN ISLAM:
A Comprehensive Guide to the Hajj

Hüseyin Yağmur

ISBN: 9781597841221
Size: 6 x 9 / 120 pages 
Paperback / $9.95 / E-book ISBN: 9781597846165 / $6.99

This book is a comprehensive manual describing all aspects of this once-in-a-lifetime experience 
of devotion for all Muslims.

FASTING IN ISLAM &
THE MONTH OF RAMADAN

Ali Budak

ISBN: 9781932099942
 Size: 6 x 9 / 168 pages
Paperback / $11.50 E-book ISBN: 9781597846110 / $4.99

Exploring the divine institution of fasting in Islam, this guide provides comprehensive information 
on its place in the Islamic belief and on the month of Ramadan, in which fasting is observed.

ISLAMIC PRACTICE
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Fethullah Gülen, a contemporary scholar of Islam and activist with a large worldwide following, 
has spent his entire life studying and teaching the Sunnah, the tradition of the Prophet Muham-
mad, pbuh. This book explores his holistic approach to the vast knowledge of hadith and how he 
puts his focus on practical interpretations of the Sunnah. 

ISBN: 9781682060261
Size: 6 x 9 / Paperback  
317 pages

ON THE PATH OF THE PROPHET: 
Fethullah Gulen’s Understanding of Sunnah

Mustafa Erdil

TRADITION WITNESSING THE MODERN AGE:
An Analysis of the Gülen Movement

Mehmet Enes Ergene

This book scholarly treats the Gülen movement in cultural, sociological, and religious standpoints, 
while laying out the main concepts the author finds relevant with the movement’s farreaching 
spread across the world.

ISBN: 9781597841283
Size: 6 x 9 / 224 pages / Hardcover / $19.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846424 /  $9.99

God, Man, and Mortality is a collection of essays written both by seasoned and by up and coming 
scholars working in the field now known as Nursi studies. The aim of these essays is to hold a 
mirror up to Nursi’s teachings on a number of theologically important issues, just as Nursi held a 
mirror up to the teachings of the Qur’an. 

ISBN: 9781597843294
Size: 6 x 9 / 220 pages
Paperback / $19.95

GOD, MAN, AND MORTALITY 

Hasan Hörküç
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ISLAMIC STUDIES 
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A HISTORY OF THE METHODOLOGY OF
QUR’ANIC EXEGESES

Recep Doğan

ISBN: 9781597843805
Size: 6½  x  9½ / 300 pages
Hardcover / $18.95

In this book, Dogan aims to show the different approaches in Qur’anic exegesis and elaborate 
each method with examples.

USUL AL-FIQH: Methodology of 
Islamic Jurisprudence

Recep Doğan

ISBN: 9781597843492
Size: 6½  x  9½ / 350 pages
Paperback /  $18.50

This book deals with the sources of Islamic jurisprudence and their importance in deducing re-
ligious rulings. It covers the concept of ijtihād (independent reasoning), its conditions and ap-
plication, and illustrates why it is a practice for experts rather than laymen. It also explains the 
differences in the levels of expertise of the mujtahids. In fact, there are seven distinct classifica-
tions of mujtahid. 

USUL AL-TAFSIR

Recep Doğan

ISBN: 9781597843218
Size: 6½  x  9½  / 347 pages
Paperback /  $18.95

This valuable work on the methodology of exegesis by Dr. Recep Dogan will serve as an important 
measure for future works in this area. With his expertise in the history and exegesis of the Qur’an, 
as well as his familiarity and comprehensive understanding of Islamic disciplines, Dr. Dogan has 
managed to combine both classical and modern acquis. 
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This pocket book comprises of the recitations and prayers made 
right after the Daily Prayers

ISBN: 9781597842748
Size: 3 x 5 / 112 pages / Paperback / $2.95

THE RECITATIONS AFTER THE PRAYERS

M. Fethullah Gülen

This guide contains morning and evening prayers for a variety of 
occasions, such as purification, food, drink, pilgrimage, marriage, 
and daily life situtations.

ISBN: 9781597842266 / 4 colors / Size: 4¼  x  6¼ 
386 pages / Hardcover / $14.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846462 /  $9.99

SELECTED PRAYERS OF PROPHET MUHAMMAD (pbuh)
AND SOME MUSLIM SAINTS

M. Fethullah Gülen

Elegant calligraphy and colorful illuminations bring to life one of 
the most frequently recited prayers recited by Muslims.

ISBN: 9781597842273 / 4 colors / Size: 4¼  x  6¼ 
182 pages / Hardcover / $14.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846431 / $9.99

AL-JAWSHAN AL-KABIR:
A Supplication of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
Ali Ünal (translator)

Imploring Hearts, al-Qulubu’d-Daria, is a collection of prayers selected 
and compiled into a single volume by M. Fethullah Gülen from various 
sources, particularly from a three-volume work entitled the Compendium 
of Litanies (Majmu‘atu’l-Ahzab), a compilation of prayers by the late Otto-
man scholar Sheikh Ziyaeddin Gümüşhanevi (1813–1893).

ISBN: 9781597842440
Size: 6 x 9 / 600 pages / Hardcover /  $39.95

IMPLORING HEARTS

(Compiled and edited by) M. Fethullah Gülen

PRAYER BOOKS
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QUR’AN & HADITH 
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A timely addition to literature on the holy book of Islam, this trans-
lation provides the Arabic text as well as extensive explanations 
and interpretations of most verses. This book is a comprehensive 
source that combines interpretation and commentary with exten-
sive notes of explanation.

ISBN: 9781597840002 
Size: 6½  x 9½ / 1368 pages / Flexcover / $29.95

THE QUR’AN with Annotated Interpretation 
in Modern English

Ali Ünal

In this book, Fethullah Gulen interprets the verses of the most important chapter of the Qur’an 
for a deeper understanding of its relevance to the essence of Islam. Gulen’s analysis is well 
grounded in the Islamic tradition yet provides fresh insights into the message of the Qur’an for 
today’s readers.

ISBN: 9781597843928
Size: 6 x 9 / 144 Pages 
Paperback / $14.95 

THE OPENING (AL FATIHA)

M. Fethullah Gülen

REFLECTIONS ON THE QUR’AN

M. Fethullah Gülen

The author further emphasizes throughout this work that the Qur’ān is a Divine call that demands 
implementation and practice in life and is by no means a book for simply analyzing religious 
teachings or rules. Indeed, if the spirit of his words were to be wrung out, the results would be 
his sincere call to follow the guidance of the Qur’ān in all of our thoughts, words, and actions in 
our practical, daily lives.

ISBN: 9781597842648
Size: 6 x 9 / 360 pages / Paperback / $18.95
ISBN: 9781597842761 / Hardcover / $22.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846059 /  $9.99”
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Muslims and non-Muslims alike will gain a comprehensive view of 
the Qur’an and discover the truth behind common misconceptions 
of Islam with this concise guide.

ISBN: 9781597841306
Size: 6 x 9 / 298 pages / Paperback / $14.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846400 / $9.99”

THE QUR’AN IN 99 QUESTIONS

Muhittin Akgül

This handy book aims to meet the practical need of Muslims of all 
ages who are willing to learn, teach, or read the short surahs and 
prayers for themselves in daily use.

ISBN: 9781597842051
Size: 6 x 9 / 80 pages / Paperback / $6.95

SHORT SURAHS FROM THE QUR’AN 
AND SELECTED PRAYERS
Fikret Yaşar (ed.)

This beginner’s guide is easy to follow with its plain English,
step-by-step lessons and guided exercises that are supported with
reinforcing visual aids.

ISBN: 9781597843478
Size: 7½ x 10⅝ / 64 pages / Paperback / $6.95 

BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO READING THE 
QUR’AN

Ahmet Bursalı

QUR’AN & HADITH 
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The Art of the Recitation of the Qur’an can be used for self-study 
or with the guidance of a teacher at Islamic schools and colleges as 
well as theology faculties. This book is primarily intended for the 
English speaking audience. 

ISBN: 9781597843188
Size: 6½  x  9½  / 180 pages /Paperback / $13.95

The Art of the Recitation of the Qur’an: TAJWID 

Abdul Majid Khan
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40 HADITHS

Ali Budak

ISBN: 9781597842082
Size:  6 x 9 / 140 pages / Paperback /  $11.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846004 /  $6.99

This book is a part of the centuries-long hadith discipline in which 
compilations of forty hadiths have been made into books according 
to varying preferences.

QUR’AN & HADITH 
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Riyad as-Salihin, The Gardens of the Righteous, is one of the most 
famous works of Imam Nawawi. This collection of authentic hadiths
can be briefly defined as a book of enhancin morals, mannerliness, 
encouraging goodness, and warning against the evil. 

ISBN: 9781597843195
Size: 5½  x  8¼ / 560 pages / Hardcover / $29.25

RIYAD AS-SALIHIN 

Imam Nawawi

An Introduction to Qur’anic Exegesis: Tafsir is a comprehensive 
textbook for Tafsir studies. It provides an academic introduction to 
Tafsir methodology for intermediate level of study.

ISBN: 9781597843164
Size: 6½  x  9½ / 136 pages / Paperback / $13.95

An Introduction to Quranic Exegesis: TAFSIR 

Muhittin Akgül

“An Introduction to Hadith is a comprehensive textbook for Hadith 
studies. It provides an academic introduction to Hadith methodol-
ogy for intermediate level of study. 

ISBN: 9781597843171
Size: 6½  x  9½  / 150 pages / Paperback / $11.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO HADITH 

Dr. Ayhan Tekines
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This commentary focuses on how to save and strengthen one’s re-
ligious beliefs when confronted with the current prevailing philos-
ophy of materialism.

ISBN: 9781932099164
Size: 6 x 9 / 719 pages / Hardcover / $29.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846349 /  $9.99

THE WORDS

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

These letters follow the long-established traditions of correspond-
ence between the students and their spiritual masters in remote 
lands.

ISBN: 9781597840767
Size: 6 x 9 / 430 pages / Hardcover / $24.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846530 /  $9.99

THE LETTERS

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

The Rays is one of the key volumes of the Risale-i Nur Collection. 
In this volume, Bediüzzaman offers his insight on matters of belief 
with convincing arguments he puts forward in essays like The Su-
preme Sign.

ISBN: 9781597842150
Size: 6 x 9  / 700 pages / Hardcover / $29.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846295 / $9.99

THE RAYS

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

Thirty treatises written by the influential Islamic scholar Bediüzzaman 
Said Nursi address key issues of humanity, as discussed in the Qurían, 
that are equally applicable to modern society.

ISBN: 9781597841320
Size: 6 x 9 / 450 pages / Hardcover / $19.95

THE GLEAMS

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

RISALE-I NUR COLLECTION
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This index lists all the topics in the Risale-i Nur, the author’s great 
multi-volume commentary on the Qur’an, and provides an outline 
for the later, more famous and massive epistles on the Qur’an.

ISBN: 9781932099188
Size: 6 x 9 / 430 pages / Hardcover / $24.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846035 /  $9.99

AL-MATHNAWI AL-NURI

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

The Staff of Moses is a collection of Bediüzzaman Said Nursi’s writ-
ings concerning worship, youth, life after death, belief in the Here-
after and their relation with happiness in this world and the next.

ISBN: 9781597842242
Size: 6 x 9 / 270 pages / Hardcover / $24.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846103 / $4.99

THE STAFF OF MOSES

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

Belief and Unbelief: Discussions and Comparisons vividly demon-
strates the true natures of and difference between belief and unbe-
lief through both concrete and rational arguments and producing 
the human conscience.

ISBN: 9781597842655
Size: 6 x 9 / 220 pages / Hardcover / $19.95

BELIEF AND UNBELIEF

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

This illuminating guide presents an innovative and contemporary 
approach to the Qur’an and its philosophy in the Islamic tradition. 
From the religious tome’s purpose and objectives to its rhetoric 
and eloquence, various aspects of the Qur’an are examined.

ISBN: 9781597841290
Size: 6 x 9 / 350 pages / Hardcover / $19.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846301 /  $9.99

THE REASONINGS

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

RISALE-I NUR COLLECTION
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Written in prose but with a verse-like flavor, Gleams of Truth is a col-
lection of maxims by Bediüzzaman Said Nursi. Very concisely articu-
lated, these maxims expound on the key discussions of the Risale-i 
Nur Collection

ISBN: 9781597842143 / Size:  6 x 9 / 155 pages / Hardcover / $19.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846356 /  $9.99

GLEAMS OF TRUTH

Bediüzzaman Said Nursi

RISALE-I NUR COLLECTION

PROPHET MUHAMMAD AND 
HIS MIRACLES

THE MIRACULOUS  QURAN
AND SOME OF ITS MYSTERIES

BELIEF AND WORSHIP

THE RESURRECTION AND THE 
HEREAFTER

SINCERITY AND BROTHER-
HOOD

EXISTENCE AND DIVINE UNITY

RAMADAN, FRUGALITY AND 
THANKSGIVING

25 REMEDIES FOR THE SICK

NATURE: CAUSE OR EFFECT?

HOPE AND SOLACE FOR THE 
ELDERLY

REFLECTIONS ON THE DIVINE

33 WINDOWS TO THE TRUTH

ISBN: 9781597840446
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 302 pages
Paperback / $6.95

ISBN: 9780972065498
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 272 pages
Paperback / $6.95

ISBN: 1597840432
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 160 pages
Paperback / $5.95”

ISBN: 9780972065405
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 192 pages
Paperback / $5.95

ISBN: 9781597842198
Size: 4” x 6¾ / 71 pages
Paperback / $5.95

ISBN: 9780972065484
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 136 pages
Paperback /  $5.95

ISBN: 9757388742
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 36 pages
Paperback / $3.95

ISBN: 9781597842211
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 71 pages
Paperback / $5.95

ISBN: 9781597842204
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 40 pages
Paperback / $5.95

ISBN: 9781597842228
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 112 pages
Paperback / $5.95

ISBN: 9781597840453
Size: 4 x 6¾ / 134 pages
Paperback / $5.95

ISBN: 9781597842211
Size: 4 x 6¾”/ 71 pages
Paperback / $5.95
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This well-researched and comprehensive book by Ali Ünal details 
the numerous prophecies about the advent of the Prophet Mu-
hammad (pbuh) in various world scriptures.

ISBN: 9781597842716 / Size: 6 x 9 / 558 pages Paperback /  $23.95

THE PROPHET PROMISED IN WORLD SCRIPTURES

Ali Ünal & Harun Gültekin

This book on the life of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) offers a 
deeper understanding of God’s Messenger by looking into his life 
from different points of view.

ISBN: 9781932099836 / Size: 6 x 9 / 430 pages / Paperback / $19.95
ISBN: 9781597841375 / Hardcover / $24.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846394 / $9.99
Audiobook ISBN: 9781597848513 / $19.95

MUHAMMAD: The Messenger of God
M. Fethullah Gülen

Dedicated to the memory of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) on 
the occasion of his birthday, this book includes articles that discuss 
various aspects of the Prophet and Islam’s fundamental concepts.

ISBN: 9781597840774 / Size: 6 x 9 / 128 pages / Paperback / $9.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846028 / $6.99”

A TRIBUTE TO THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD 
(pbuh)
Hakan Kosova (ed.)

This book narrates the life of Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon 
him, shedding light upon segments of his life that are either ne-
glected or glossed over in conflict-focused biographies.

ISBN: 9781597849336 / Size: 6 x 9 / 335 pages / Paperback / $ 16.95

THE MESSENGER:
Prophet Muhammad and His Life of Compassion

Resit Haylamaz, Alp Aslandogan

SEERAH

THE SULTAN OF HEARTS 
Resit Haylamaz & Fatih Harpci

Sultan of Hearts: Prophet Muhammad details the exemplary life of 
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). Available now in a single volume, the 
book is not simply a chronological look into the life of the Prophet 
but rather an exclusive look into his character, attributes, and qual-
ities through the eyes of his companions and family close to him.

ISBN: 9781597849425 / Size: 6 x 9 / 884 pages / Paperback / $ 29.95
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The purpose of this case study is to describe the characteristics of a Gulen-inspired School (GIS) 
in the United States. The study identifies the characteristics of a U.S. based GIS in terms of the 
school’s curriculum, history, success, hiring practices, admissions process, and networking. In or-
der to understand its unique meaning and significance, interviews and observations were con-
ducted in one GIS located in the northeast region of the United States.

ISBN: 9781597843263
Size: 6 x 9 / 110 pages
Paperback / $11.95

EDUCATING GLOBALLY 

Erkan Acar

EMBRACING THE WORLD: Fethullah Gulen’s 
Thought and Its Relationship to Jalaluddin Rumi
and Others

Ori Z. Soltes

ISBN: 9781597842884
Size: 6 x 9 / 128 pages
Paperback / $13.95

This book delves into the intersection of thought between Fethullah Gulen and Jelaluddin Rumi, 
highlighting echoes and divergences in their philosophies. It examines how Gulen’s ideas reso-
nate with Rumi’s, while also noting instances of deviation. The author contextualizes their think-
ing within broader philosophical and theological frameworks, drawing connections to ancient 
Greek philosophy and prior Muslim scholars, including Sufi thinkers. 

EVOLUTION: SCIENCE OR IDEOLOGY?

Irfan Yılmaz

Examining the evolution debate in a question-and-answer format, this study posits a scientific 
argument against the theory of evolution and includes rational explanations derived from the 
Islamic understanding of creation.
Irfan Yilmaz is a professor of biology at Dokuz Eylul University in Turkey.

ISBN: 9781597841184 
Size: 6 x 9 / 356 pages / Hardcover / $19.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846097 /  $9.99

SOCIAL SCIENCES
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This book delves into the profound significance of the heart in Is-
lamic theology and its central role in human spirituality. Described 
as a Divine gift and a polished mirror reflecting God, the heart 
serves as a bridge between the visible and unseen worlds.

ISBN: 9781597843409 / Size: 6 x 9 / 306 pages / Paperback / $18.95

A MAP OF THE DIVINE SUBTLE FACULTY 

Mehmet Yavuz Şeker

This book represents an attempt to shed light on the inexhaustible 
treasures within ourselves. The seed of eternal love, which is grant-
ed by the All-Merciful, grows within the deepest interior of man.

ISBN: 9781597843225 / Size: 6 x 9 / 240 pages / Paperback / $15.95

THE LONGING OF THE SOUL 

Rabia Christine Brodbeck

In this book, Tatari expounds on the literal meaning of being a Mus-
lim, which is the verbal noun submitter. She explains that one is a 
submitter (aka. Muslim) if and when she is surrendering her mind, 
heart, and actions to God’s will.

ISBN:9781597842709 / Size: 6 x 9 / 176 pages /Paperback / $14.5 

SURRENDERING TO GOD

Eren Tatari

Shaykh Şefik Can’s presentation of the biography and poetry of this 
passionate, God-absorbed Rumi reminds us of the message of love, 
acceptance of diversity, and self-transcendence that is the true es-
sence of Islam.

ISBN: 9781932099799 / Size: 6 x 9 / 331 pages / Paperback / $17.50
E-book ISBN: 9781597846134 / $9.99

FUNDAMENTALS OF RUMI’S THOUGHT

Şefik Can

SPIRITUALITY & TASAWWUF 

RUMI AND HIS SUFI PATH OF LOVE
Hüseyin Bingül (ed.)

This collection of articles by artists, philosophers, psychologists, 
and social scientists explores the Sufi tradition and its best-known 
teacher, Rumi, a 13th-century poet, jurist, and philosopher.

ISBN: 9781597840781 / Size: 6 x 9 / 160 pages / Paperback / $12.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846226 / $6.99
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The Emerald Hills of the Heart collection is a journey-which is textually long, but spiritually 
endless-towards insan al-kamil, the perfect human, as unfolded stage-by-stage with an escalating 
scale of concepts that have developed throughout fourteen centuries on the basis of firm roots 
established in the time of the Prophet by his own practice.
Gülen’s approach to Sufism in this collection represents the middle way, an approach that in a 
sense revives the legacy of the Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, with an 
awareness of the social realities of the twenty-first century. For Gülen, the marriage of the heart 
and the mind is necessary for a sensible appreciation of our existence and what we are expected 
of.

EMERALD HILLS OF THE HEART: 
Key Concepts in the Practice of Sufism, Vols. I - IV

M. Fethullah Gülen

PEARLS OF WISDOM
M. Fethullah Gülen
ISBN: 9781932099843 / Size: 6 x 9 / 109 pages / Paperback / $8.95
ISBN: 9781597840487 / Hardcover / $11.50
E-book ISBN: 9781597846158 / $6.99 / Audiobook ISBN: 9781597848551 / $9.95

This book is a compilation of some of the wise sayings of M. Fethullah 
Gülen, each of which is a criterion or pearl of wisdom by which we may 
seek and find our way in today’s world, a light illuminating our way, to live 
as a responsible human being.

ISBN: 9781932099232
Paperback / $12.95
ISBN: 9781932099249
Hardcover / $15.95
Size: 6 x 9 / 186 pages
E-book ISBN: 9781597846448
$9.99

ISBN: 9781932099751
Paperback / $15.95
ISBN: 9781932099775
Hardcover / $19.95
Size: 6 x 9 / 309 pages
E-book ISBN: 9781597846455
$9.99

ISBN: 9781597841368
Paperback / $16.95
ISBN: 9781597841368
Hardcover / $21.95
Size: 6 x 9 / 310 pages

ISBN: 9781597842280
Paperback / $14.95
ISBN: 9781597842136
Hardcover / $17.95
Size: 6 x 9 / 300 pages

SPIRITUALITY & TASAWWUF 
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CHILDREN'S AND 
YOUNG ADULT
PUBLICATIONS
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During a homeschooling session about Qur’an tafsir, Dr. Sana Khan’s then 8-year-old son spoke 
the three words that are a bane of every parent’s existence—I am bored. Perhaps if on that 
afternoon he had spoken any other words, the stories you hold in your hands would not have 
come into existence. That very night, as a result of divine inspiration, the first of these stories was 
penned. Each story combines literary fiction elements that make reading so appealing to young 
minds—relatable characters, complex plots, real-world and age-appropriate challenges—and 
contextualizes them within the central message of each Surah in Juz ‘Amma.
An immersive reading experience thus becomes infused with the best kind of knowledge—that 
of the book of Allah. A short quiz is provided after each story to assess the child’s understanding 
of the main concepts in the Surah, serving as an effective marker of progress. 

ISBN: 978-1-59784-962-3
216 pages
Ebook: 9781597849975 

THE ULTIMATE TREASURE

Dr. Sana Imtiaz Khan

CHILDREN’S FICTION

Dr. Sana Khan is a Board-Certified Family Medicine physician and mother of two elementary 
school-aged sons, both of whom she homeschools. Reading and writing literature have been Dr. 
Khan’s lifelong passions, and she is currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in Creative Writing and 
Literature at Harvard University. Her biggest goal is to use her writing for the sake of Allah, helping 
design resources to enable Muslim parents to teach their children about Islam in a manner that 
is lighthearted, engaging, and effective.
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Hani and Huda are trying their best to be good Muslims, but they make loads of mistakes along 
the way. Sometimes they fail tests, use mom’s makeup, get in fights with their friends, and more. 
Thankfully, they have loving parents and helpful friends who help them turn things around and 
become the best Muslims they can be.

ISBN: 9781597849616
Size: 6.3  x 8 /  215 pages
Hardcover / $16.95

HANI & HUDA

Ahmad Philips

COMICS

Ahmad Philips is an Art School graduate, Islamic University student, and father of three. He hopes 
to make many more Islamic comics for years to come.

Khalid is a young boy with no direction in life, content to hang out with the school bullies and 
engage in senseless acts of violence. When he helps them bully a young student and even breaks 
his former best friend’s phone, Khalid begins to question the path he’s on. Is this really who he 
wants to be?
As Khalid grapples with his own moral compass and the pressure to fit in, he must confront the 
consequences of his actions and find a way to break free from the cycle of violence. With the 
help of his mother and a newfound sense of purpose, he sets out on a journey of self-discovery 
and redemption. 
Stuck is a powerful and thought-provoking graphic novel about the complexities of growing up 
and finding your place in the world. With raw emotion and nuanced characters, it explores the 
impact of bullying, the transformative power of empathy and self-reflection, and the love and 
support of family. This book is a must-read for anyone who has ever felt stuck and is searching 
for a way out. 

ISBN: 9781597849562
Size: 6.5 x 8.5 / 112 pages 
Ebook: 978-1-59784-992-0 / $14.95

STUCK

Ahmad Philips
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Sheba, the Good Muslim Cat is a picture book in rhyme about a Muslim family with a pious cat! 
Sheba the cat participates in and seems to enjoy the various religious practices the family engag-
es in throughout the day. The story invites young readers to consider the tremendous blessing 
and benefit a family pet can provide them in this life and the next. The story is made even more 
real and magnificent after reading the true account of a scholar whose pet cat once spoke to him! 
This story intertwines the material with the spiritual in such a way to awaken the imaginations of 
even the smallest readers who might have always felt a special connection with their family pet. 

ISBN hardcover/9781597849616
32 pages 
Ebook 978-1-59784-996-8
$16.95 

SHEBA, THE GOOD MUSLIM CAT

Carima Elfarrah

Carima Elfarrah lives in Melilla, Spain with her husband, five children, and their good Muslim 
cat, Sheba. She is the founder and director of an Islamic nonprofit association: Songs of Paradise. 
In addition to directing a choir of young girls, she develops and teaches educational and artistic 
programs for Muslim children of all ages.
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As we all do, Lala goes through life with her family learning and trying her best to get closer to Al-
lah. What is different about her is that she gets into some quite peculiar, but hilarious situations! 
She uses these to grow and learn more about how she should have acted according to the advice 
of the Prophet (ASWS).
LALA is a comic book with a compilation of over stories, each of which teaches and reminds the 
reader of simple Islamic teachings (alongside a good cheeky laugh). Join Lala and read along 
to find out what could possibly happen when someone misunderstands a hadeeth or Quranic 
verse!”

ISBN: 9781597849449
128 pages
Hardcover / $16.95

LALA COMICS

Umm Sulayman

Umm Sulayman is a British-Algerian Illustrator and cartoonist who grew up between the UK and 
the Arabian Gulf. She attended The University of Nottingham where she graduated with a MSc 
degree in Engineering. Her passion for both Islam and art drove her to create and share Islamic 
comics to educate people about Islam in a very fun and hilarious way.
More of her work can be found on Instagram:
@LalaArtwork, and website: www.LalaArtwork.com.
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Caught in a struggle to navigate the often-conflicting demands of faith, career, and relationships, 
Elizza BenTaleb is a young Muslim woman in her final semester obtaining MBA. While dreaming 
to open up a clean energy business to help people in Libya on the one hand, she is trying to moth-
er her four sisters, each divergent in their own ways – from uber-conservative to Insta-famous 
Hijabi – on the other.
Elizza’s life takes a complicated turn when a successful Libyan businessman, Firas Tarseen, is hired 
for a semester to give lectures at the university. Elizza has some less than genial encounters with 
the fellow, but can’t seem to avoid bumping into him everywhere. Can they overlook their first 
impressions of each other to realize that they may have more in common than they know?

ISBN: 9781597849463
Size: 6 x 9 / 200 pages
Paperback / $17.95

A SECOND LOOK

Hannah Matus

FICTION

Hannah Matus, Esq. is a licensed attorney in the state of Ohio and a mother of three. Holding an 
MA degree in English in addition to her J.D., Matus’ most pleasurable hobbies are reading and 
writing. A Second Look is her debut novel.
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CHILDREN’S FICTION

A delightful journey of two inquisitive children wanting to understand Allah better and learning 
from the wisdom their charming Granny shares along the way.

ISBN: 9781597849456
Size: 7.5 x 7.5 / 32 pages
Paperback / $9.95”

“GRANNY, WHERE DOES ALLAH LIVE?” 

Yasmin Kamal

Yasmin Kamal is an English teacher and writer living in London. Kamal is passionate to author 
more literature for Muslim children, with which she hopes to nurture in their hearts love for Allah 
and encourage them to be more inquisitive about life.

The Call to Hajj starts thousands of years ago when Allah told Prophet Ibraheem (AS) to call 
mankind to Hajj after he completed the building of the Kaa’bah in Bakkah/Makkah. Throughout 
the ages, believers from all over the world have warmly responded to this call by walking long 
distances, riding horses or camels, sailing with boats, taking trains and airplanes to come to the 
Hajj. Have you made your plans for a timeless journey to the holiest place on earth?

ISBN: 9781597849487
Size: 7.5 x 7.5 / 28 pages
Paperback / $16.95”

THE CALL TO HAJJ

Salwah Isaacs-Johaadien

Salwah Isaacs-Johaadien is an aspiring children’s book author, born and living in Cape Town, 
South Africa.
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ACTIVITY/COLORING BOOKS

This coloring book is designed as companion to the best-selling book, Stories of the Prophets in 
the Holy Qur‘an by Shahada Sharelle Abdul Haqq. Children will enjoy various fun-filled activities 
while reflecting upon the stories from the lives of the prophets, the role models for humanity.

ISBN: 9781597849401
Size: 7.5 x 10.5 / 98 pages
Paperback /  $ 7.95”

COLORING BOOK: for Stories of 
the Prophets in the Holy Quran

Shahada Abdul Haqq

Shahada Sharelle Abdul Haqq  is an illustrator for children’s books and a member of the found-
ing team of Huntsville Islamic Academy, Huntsville, Alabama. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts 
degree She is the author of bestselling title Stories of the Prophets in the Holy Our’an. Sharelle 
is a member of the Pan  American Montessori Society. She lives with her five sons in Huntsville, 
Alabama.
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The World of Little Muslims is for educators who follow an Islamic education program for young 
learners. This book aims to familiarize young minds with the teachings of Islam with a content 
that focuses on the basics of Islamic belief, practice, moral conduct, and etiquette of daily life, and 
provides numerous stories and hadiths to reinforce the learning process.
Based on an interactive approach, the book is filled with colorful and engaging activities at the 
end of each lesson.

 - Who is Allah?
 - Thank You Allah
 - The Prophet‘s Family
 - The Prophets in the Qur‘an
 - The Five Pillars of Islam
 - My Muslim World
 - Manners”

ISBN: 9781597849388
Size: 7.5 x 10 / 108 pages
Paperback / $ 14.95

THE WORLD OF LITTLE MUSLIMS

Huwaida Can

Huwaida Can is a specialist of early childhood education and child development. She runs an 
early childhood center in New York, where she spends most of her days educating young children 
from the ages 2-12. Can also provides elementary and middle school age students with Seerah 
and Qur’an education through Kids Academy in New York. She lives in Brooklyn.
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This book contains pictures for coloring and simple game like activities to be done with an instruc-
tor. The activities vary from making a rattle-toy for a baby to answering questions about what the 
kids think about a particular imagined situation.

ISBN: 9781597842341
Size:  8½ x 8 ½ / 48 pages
Paperback / $3.95

THIS WORLD I LOVE

Betül Ertekin

A little child thanks God for the blessings He granted, mentioning various blessings ranging from 
toys to the school.

ISBN: 9781597842358
Size: 8½ x 8 ½  / 48 pages
Paperback / $4.95

THANK YOU GOD

Betül Ertekin

I Love My Prophet (pbuh) will help your children to get to know our dear Prophet and feel his 
outstanding compassion.

ISBN: 9781597842365
Size: 8½” x 8 ½ / 50 pages
Paperback / $4.95

I LOVE MY PROPHET (PBUH)

Betül Ertekin
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In the many dimensions of his lifetime of achievement as well as in his personality and character, 
Bediüzzaman Said Nursi (1877–1960) was and, through his continuing influence, still is an impor-
tant thinker and writer in the Muslim world.

ISBN: 9781597842600
Size: 5 x 7½  / 250 pages
Paperback / $14.50

BEDIÜZZAMAN SAID NURSI 
“WONDER OF THE AGE”

Ramazan Balcı

BIOGRAPHY

Since Fethullah Gülen’s childhood he has shown himself to be a unique person with his knowl-
edge, morality and ideals. His life is full of service to others which he recommended and made in 
spite of the difficulties he endured for his people and all of humanity.

ISBN: 9781597842778
Size: 6 x 9 / 84 pages
Paperback / $6.95

TEACHER IN A FOREIGN LAND: M. 
FETHULLAH GÜLEN

Murat Alptekin
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Nadia is a toddler and says things as purely and honestly as she sees them. Through the innocent 
eyes of Nadia, in this book, you will learn about Islam and the Shahadah.
As Nadia grows, we will continue to follow her through her discoveries of the remaining pillars of 
Islam, including Salaat, Zakat, Hajj, and Ramadan.

ISBN: 9781597849340
Size: 8.1 x 10.8 / 30 pages
Hardcover / $ 14.95

NADIA HEARS THE SHAHADA

Kim Nisha Baten

This storybook teaches children to observe the wonders of creation. The Strong Wind, Rain Drops, 
and Snowflakes teach children how God creates all things with perfect wisdom and beauty.

ISBN: 9781597842846
Size: 8½ x 8½ / 54 pages 
Paperback / $9.95

WIND, RAIN AND SNOW

Rabia Yıldırım

The Dream Bird is a collection of three-time travel stories where three kids visit the times of three 
Prophets, Muhammad, Jesus, and Moses, and peace be upon them. The Dream Bird flies Shakir, 
Marwa, and Umar to Mecca, Jerusalem, and Egypt respectively, and has them witness the most 
important events in the lives of these Prophets. This book is a different take on teaching about 
these role models for humanity.

ISBN: 9781597842822
Size: 8½ x 8½  / 54 pages
Paperback / $9.95

THE DREAM BIRD

Lale Süphandağı

Kim Nisha Baten was born in Canada and has lived in Maryland most of her life. She was raised 
under another religion, and then found the tranquility and beauty of Islam after marrying into the 
religion. She is a mother of four, an active volunteer in her children’s schools, and a pediatrician. 
Her wish is to help others better understand the religion of Islam from a simple perspective.
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The Adventures of Kyle, the Koala, is a collection of stories that teach children importance of 
acting responsibly and respectfully toward people around them. There are six stories in the book 
each focusing on a different theme. Stories include Kyle and His Grandmother, Kyle and His Sister, 
Kyle Goes on a Picnic, Kyle and the Seedling, and Kyle and the Neighbors. Wonderful world of 
Kyle awaits all kids.

ISBN: 9781597842310
Size: 8½  x 8½  / 103 pages
Hardcover / $14.95

THE ADVENTURES OF KYLE

Hacer Azman

In this colorful story book, Ahmad and Aisha, who have recently moved to a lovely small town 
with their parents, discover the farm life. They learn new things about nature as they are intro-
duced to the chickens Chook and Chick, Spotty the calf, Bizzy Bee, the grapevine, and the linden 
tree. With their new friends, Ahmad and Aisha become aware of the beauties we are granted in 
our lives and they learn how to appreciate the many blessings we more often than not tend to 
ignore.

ISBN: 9781597842334
Size: 8½ x 8½ / 103 pages
Ages 5–6 / Paperback / $14.95

GOD LOVES US ALL

Hacer Azman
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Ladybug Eric and his best friend Derick live in a beautiful forest. They have many adventures 
together. After every adventure, they learn something new. Sometimes they upset each other, 
but eventually they understand their mistake and make up with each other. Stories present an 
understanding of morality based on belief in God.

ISBN: 9781597842327
Size: 5 x 7½  / 136 pages
Hardcover / $11.95

ERIC AND DERRICK

Hümeyra Çoskun & Halis Arpacı

Short stories on: Praying, Ramadan and Fasting, Wudu, Kabah, The Holy Qur’an, Festival of Sac-
rifice.

ISBN: 9781597842372
Size: 8½ x 8½  / 50 pages
Hardcover / $4.95

THE ADVENTURES OF LITTLE SELIM

Orhan Sezgin
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Talking to little members of creation-sometimes a flower, or sometimes a little bee-the Sweet 
Grandpa tells about appreciating the beauties God created, being thankful to Him, and the mean-
ing of worship.

ISBN: 9781597842303
Size: 8½  x 8½  / 120 pages
Hardcover / $14.95

MY SWEET GRANDPARENTS

Nurefşan Çağlaroğlu

Darryl the deer embarks on a perilous mountain journey and learns about respect and positivity 
in this entertaining and educational tale.

ISBN: 9781597841382
Size: 7¾  x 8¾  / 32 pages
Ages 5 to 7  / 4 Color Illustrations  
Hardcover / $9.95

DARRYL AND THE MOUNTAIN

Lynne Emily Özgür 
Illustrated by İsmail Abay
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CHILDREN’S FICTION

Rumi is best known for his spiritual poetry, the whirling dance, and certainly for the stories he 
recorded in his magna opus, The Mathnawi, which is an astounding compilation of no less than 
24,000 verses. The Mathnawi Stories is a collection of best stories from this world classic of Rumi. 
The language is carefully adapted for 12-16 age group.

ISBN: 9781597841245
Size: 5½  x  7½ / 160 pages  
Hardcover / $9.95
E-book ISBN: 9781597846516 / $9.99

TALES FROM RUMI

Ali Fuat Bilkan

Nasreddin Hodja is world renowned for his humorous anecdotes and stories that make one think, 
laugh, and learn. Full of wisdom and pathos, his jokes have touched many cultures around the 
world. In this work, some of Nasreddin Hodja’s selected tales are presented to the English speak-
ing audience. This collection of tales about the Turkish foolish-wise folk hero is attractively illus-
trated with water color and ink cartoon drawings. The stories are two to three pages each, with 
a few lines of text per page and well arranged with a good amount of white space and copious il-
lustrations. Sometimes the point of the story may be too subtle for young children to understand, 
but for the most part they will follow the humor.

ISBN: 9781597842853
Size: 6½  x 9½ / 102 pages
Hardcover / $16.95

TALES FROM NASREDDIN HODJA

Cengiz Demir
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“Islam is high morality” says the Noble Prophet (pbuh) and adds he prefers people with good 
manners. This book focuses on the necessity of acquiring fine morals, the rights of parents, hon-
esty, and etiquettes and manners in social relations.

ISBN: 9781597843447 
Size: 6 x 9 / 200 pages
Paperback / $12.95

SOCIAL MORALITY IN ISLAM:
An introduction for Young Readers

Asım Şark

This is an essential guide to the basics of Islamic faith and practice for young Muslims, giving 
special importance to cleanliness and the Daily Prayers.

ISBN: 9781597843454
Size: 6 x 9 / 240 pages
Paperback / $13.95

ISLAMIC FAITH AND WORSHIP: 
Fundamentals of Belief and 
Practice for Young Readers

M. Fettah Resuloğlu
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A believer is a devoted individual who has submitted his soul to its true owner. Faith is the great-
est reality in the universe. It is a light that enters the heart through the guidance of God and trans-
forms its fortunate bearer into a person of responsibility. This noble responsibility manifests itself 
as sincere efforts exerted on the sanctified path of God and venerable behavior propelled by good 
manners. This book is based on various essays and narrative stories that illustrate the profundity 
of faith and the unique qualities of a devoted soul who has dedicated himself to serving God.

ISBN:9781597842921
Size: 6 x 9 / 200 pages 
Paperback /  $12.95

QUALITIES OF A DEVOTED SOUL

İbrahim Özbüyük

From loyalty and fidelity to modesty and chastity; from suffering and anguish to patience and 
perseverance; from submission to trust; from sincerity to tolerance… The Inner Dynamics of the 
People of Hizmet outlines the ideal characteristics of a philanthropic volunteer. With eloquent 
poetry and inspirational reading texts, this book exemplifies the qualities of an ideal person of 
service and is an essential guide to youth today

ISBN: 9781597842938
Size: 6 x 9 / 250 pages
Paperback /  $13.95

INNER DYNAMICS OF THE PEOPLE 
OF HIZMET

Fatih Değirmenli
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PILLARS OF FAITH SERIES

Osman Oral

The Pillars of Faith series is an essential guide for believers and all those interested seekers who 
wish to gain an accurate and in-depth knowledge of each essential pillar of the Islamic faith in 
separate volumes. The author of the series presents all of the six pillars of the Islamic faith in a 
clear and accessible way in the light of the verses of the Qur’an, the Divine sayings, the sayings 
of the Messenger of Allah, as well as the reports and wise words of the Companions and other 
saintly believers.                                                            

I Believe in Allah                                                               

I Believe in the Prophets                                                         

I Believe in the Angels                                                    

I Believe in the Hereafter                                                           

I Believe in the Destiny
and Divine Decree                       

I Believe in the Divine Books.                                                

ISBN: 9781597843027
83 pages       

ISBN: 9781597843058
78 pages            

ISBN: 9781597843037
94 pages    

ISBN: 9781597843065
105 pages         

ISBN: 9781597843041
58 pages                     

ISBN: 9781597843072
72 pages                                           

6 books combined in a box:

ISBN: 9781597848688
Size: 5 x 7½  / 490 pages
Paperback /  $32.95
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This book seeks to bring to the attention of young minds questions concerning our lives in this 
world. The beauties of belief and leading a virtuous life are the underlying theme of each of the 
stories, poems, anecdotes, and Prophetic traditions narrated in a way to encourage young believ-
ers to reflect upon the human condition and the purpose of our existence.

ISBN:9781597842518
Size: 6 x 9 / 200 pages
Paperback / $16.95 / 74 images & illustrations

THE YOUNG PERSON’S GUIDE 
TO UNDERSTANDING ISLAM

Aslı Kaplan

In this work, the virtues of faith and good character are the underlying them of each of the 
Prophetic traditions and narratives told in a way to encourage young people to reflect upon the 
purpose of our existence.

ISBN: 9781597842808
Size: 6 x 9 / 198 pages
Paperback / $12.95

THE YOUNG PERSON’S GUIDE TO 
NOURISHING FAITH

Aslı Kaplan

This book is a form of guidance for the youth of today, a guide for their everyday lives, as well as 
being a compilation of useful information that is related to all acts of Islamic worship with inform-
ative explanations given in an understandable manner.

ISBN: 9781597842495
Size: 5 x 7½ / 142 pages
Paperback /  $14.95 / 109 images & illustrations

THE YOUNG PERSON’S GUIDE
TO LIVING ISLAM

Aslı Kaplan
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This book is a collection of parables containing the words of the Prophet. Various topics are cov-
ered in these narratives of the Prophet along with an explanation of the warnings and lessons 
to be derived. In the introduction, and in each story’s conclusion, additional information was 
included to present these stories in a complete, comprehensive manner, in order for the moral to 
be crystallized in the mind of the reader.

ISBN: 9781597842631 
Size: 6 x 9 / 200 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

THE ESSENCE OF WISDOM

Kemal Turan

In this work, Abdullah Aymaz answers the most commonly asked questions about matters of faith 
in a succinct and clear way. The author tries to address the intellect, the heart, and the soul of his 
readers in order to alleviate modern doubts and suspicions.

ISBN: 9781597842488
Size: 5 x 7½ / 82 pages
Paperback / $9.50

NO ROOM FOR DOUBT

Abdullah Aymaz

This book analyzes thoroughly the five most important “pillars of Islam” that form the core of 
Islamic life, namely the profession of faith, the prayer, which is the first practical manifestation of 
faith, fasting, charity, and pilgrimage to Mecca.

ISBN: 9781597842525
Size: 5 x 7½ / 176 pages
Paperback / $7.95

THE FRUITS OF WORSHIP

Abdullah Aymaz
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ISLAMIC BELIEF & PRACTICE

Our children will learn how to perform ablution and the daily prayers easily, with the help of this 
book.

ISBN: 9781597842860
Size: 5½  x  8½ / 32 pages 
Paperback / $5.95

WUDU AND SALAH

Orhan Sezgin

A step-by-step guide to teach ablution and the daily prayers to children. This is a great resource 
book for parents to talk about fundamental principles of ablution and prayers with their children.

ISBN: 9781597842839
Size:  8½  x  8½  / 72 pages
Paperback / $9.95

I AM LEARNING THE ABLUTION 
AND DAILY PRAYERS

Ümit Yıldırım

Based on the teaching of the Qur’an and the good examples set by the Prophet Muhammad 
(pbuh), this collection of protocol describes exactly how Muslims must conduct themselves in 
every situation in their lives

ISBN: 9781597841344
Size:  6 x 9  / 144 pages
Paperback / $14.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846363 / $9.99

GOOD CHARACTER

Musa Kazım Gülçür
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This series explores the scientific principles behind the day-to-day happenings occurring around 
us, from everything living and non-living.

ISBN: 9781597842792
Size: 6 x 9 / 112 pages
Paperback / $9.95

WHAT, WHY, AND HOW?- 1

Aslı Kaplan

This series explores the scientific principles behind the day-to-day happenings occurring around 
us, from everything living and non-living.

ISBN: 9781597842877
Size: 6 x 9 / 104 pages
Paperback / $9.95

WHAT, WHY, AND HOW?- 2

Aslı Kaplan

Considered as a math novel, Chased by Numbers follows the adventures of five young teenage 
friends, who must catch their spies before the spies catch them. Along the way, they keep each 
other entertained by increasingly challenging math riddles. Chased by Numbers is a short, quick 
read where each chapter presents a clever number trick that any student of math will find to be 
both interesting and educational.

ISBN: 9781597842792
Size: 6” x 9” / 112 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

CHASED BY NUMBERS

Hakan Öztunç
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Whether it is geese helping each other navigate the skies or woodpeckers digging nests in trees, 
this guide places the distinctive birds of the world and their unique skills on display. Told through 
a lively narration from the birds themselves, their different mechanisms and survival tactics are 
shared alongside colorful illustrations and detailed fact boxes. Children will find a love of the 
beauty and harmony in nature while also learning about the varied abilities of these animals 
outside of their capacity for flight. 

ANIMAL WONDERS 
OF THE WATER

Osman Kaplan is the publishing director at Mustu Publishing and the author of several children’s 
books, including the Idioms Through Fables series, the Math Stories series, and Giants of the 
World and Wonders of the World. 

Oznur Kalender is an award-winning artist and cartoonist and has illustrated more than 50 chil-
dren’s books, including Giants of the World and Wonders of the World.

ANIMAL WONDERS
OF THE SKY 

ISBN: 9781597842068 
Size: 7.75 x 8.75 / 56 pages
Hardcover / 45 Color Illustrations

Osman Kaplan
Illustrated by O. Kalender 

NATURE & SCIENCE

ISBN: 9781597842006
Size: 7.75 x 8.75 / 56 pages 
Hardcover / 45 Color Illustrations
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Wolves, snakes, horses, cows, sheep, fish and dogs are just a few of the animals that feature in 
the stories of the prophets in the Holy Qur‘an. God even gave one prophet the special and unique 
gift of being able to understand and communicate with animals, birds and insects. Other animals, 
such as bees, spiders, moths, donkeys and lions don‘t feature in stories but they are used to teach 
us a lesson and they each have a special mention in the Holy Qu‘ran.
In this book, we have collected together some of those short lessons and longer stories for you 
to enjoy.

Shahada Sharelle Abdul Haqq  is an illustrator for children’s books and a member of the found-
ing team of Huntsville Islamic Academy, Huntsville, Alabama. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts 
degree She is the author of bestselling title Stories of the Prophets in the Holy Our’an. Sharelle 
is a member of the Pan  American Montessori Society. She lives with her five sons in Huntsville, 
Alabama.

ISBN: 9781597849302
Size: 7.5 x 10.5 / 68 pages
Paperback / $ 17.95”

LIVING CREATURES IN THE HOLY 
QURAN

Shahada Abdul Haqq
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33 Hadiths for Young Readers is a perfect compilation of the sayings of the blessed Messenger, 
specifically chosen for young people.

ISBN: 9781597843126
Size:  5½  x 8¼ / 96 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

33 HADITHS FOR YOUNG READERS

İsmail Gökçe

QUR’AN & HADITH

It is a strong tradition in Islam that any Muslim learns and memorizes at least forty sayings (ha-
dith) transmitted from the Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 40 Hadiths for 
Children is a colorful compilation following this tradition. Each hadith in the book is followed by 
an explanation and an illustration of the theme of the saying.

ISBN: 9781597843119
Size: 5 x 7½ / 84 pages
Paperback /  $10.95

40 HADITHS FOR CHILDREN

Yasmin Ayub

The sayings narrated by the Prophet Muhammad (Hadith) are regarded by the Muslims as the 
second most important source of knowledge in Islam after the Qur’an. This book presents 100 
hadiths compiled under five headings: morals and etiquette, daily life, worship, knowledge, char-
ity and compassion.

ISBN: 9781597843201
Size: 5 x 7½  / 112 pages
Paperback /  $11.95

100 HADITHS FOR CHILDREN

Erol Ergün
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This book presents to Muslim kids one spectacular hero from among these Muslim slaves: Bilal 
ibn Rabah. Born into slavery to a family of African descent, Bilal found the liberation he was look-
ing for all his life with Islam. He was liberated in spirit, but this was not tolerated by his master, 
who tortured him to renounce his new faith.

ISBN: 9781597849418
Size: 7.5 x 10.5 / 52 pages
Hardcover /  $ 17.95

BILAL IBN RABAH: 
The First Muezzin of Islam

Shahada Abdul Haqq

Living a life of perfection and changing the course of history, Prophet Muhammad, upon him be 
peace and blessings, set the best example for all human beings to come until the Last Day.

ISBN: 9781597843829
Size: 5 x 7½ / 126 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES:
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)

Mustafa Erdoğan

This book tells the story of the remarkable life of Khadija. The beloved first wife of Prophet Mu-
hammad, peace and blessings be upon him, she was his loyal supporter, trusted companion 
and source of comfort. A talented and successful businesswoman, Khadija was one of Mecca’s 
wealthiest women, yet she lived a simple life and always helped the poor and needy. Khadija 
became the first Muslim and devoted her life to Islam.

ISBN: 9781597843751
Size: 5 x 7½ / 80 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES: 
Khadija Bint Khuwaylid

Mehmet Büyükşahin
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Aisha bint Abu Bakr was the beloved wife of the noble Prophet, the daughter of the Prophet’s 
best friend, Abu Bakr and the Mother of the Believers. She is one of the best examples for Mus-
lims to look to for inspiration and her story sheds light on the life of the early Muslims and the 
Messenger of God. Aisha ensured that many of God’s Messenger’s teachings were passed on so 
that we can benefit from them today.

ISBN: 9781597843768
Size: 5 x 7½  / 57 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES: 
Aisha Bint Abu Bakr

Ömer Yılmaz

Fatima was the youngest daughter of Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 
and his most beloved. Many words can be used to describe Fatima; honorable, intelligent, beau-
tiful, charitable, honest, loving, caring, yet none does justice to this unique character. She re-
sembled her father in both looks and mannerisms and was said to be the person closest to him.

ISBN: 9781597843775
Size: 5 x 7½  / 66 pages
Paperback / $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES:
Fatima Bint Muhammad

Ömer Yılmaz

Abu Bakr as-Siddiq (the Truthful) ranks among the most important and influential figures in Is-
lamic history. Throughout his life he provided an exemplary example to all those around him. The 
other Companions admitted that no one could outdo Abu Bakr in exemplifying the true faith. His 
uprightness and sincerity earned him the honor of being the first Caliph of the Muslim world after 
the Prophet’s death.

ISBN: 9781597843713
Size: 5 x 7½ / 82 pages
Paperback / $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES: 
Abu Bakr As-Siddiq

Ruhi Demirel
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The second caliph of the Islamic State and a close Companion of the noble Prophet, Umar ibn 
al-Khattab, may God be pleased with him, Umar was renowned for upholding justice whether 
it concerned his governors of the Islamic territories or the poorest and weakest of society. His 
leadership was based on humility; his lifestyle was simple and frugal. 

ISBN: 9781597843720
Size: 5 x 7½  / 82 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES: 
Umar Ibn Al-Khattab

Zekeriya Ulaşlı

He was described by the beloved Prophet as the most generous, the most magnanimous, the 
most modest of his Companions. Uthman ibn Affan was one of the Four Rightly-Guided Caliphs 
of the Muslim state. Uthman was always the first to respond to the call for help. Uthman, the 
embodiment of the tenets of Islam and an inspiration and example for all Muslims today.

ISBN: 9781597843737
Size: 5 x 7½  / 72 pages
Paperback / $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES:
Uthman Ibn Affan

Ruhi Demirel

Ali ibn Abi Talib was the first child to accept Islam, and the third Muslim after Khadija and Abu 
Bakr. He lived with the Prophet from a young age, marrying his daughter Fatima, with whom he 
had two sons. Ali became the fourth caliph and performed his duties honorably, always putting 
the needs of the Muslim community before his own.

ISBN: 9781597843744
Size: 5  x 7½  / 69 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES: 
Ali Ibn Abu Talib

Zekeriya Ulaşlı
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This book charts Khalid ibn al-Walid’s career as an illustrious and successful warrior, first against 
the Muslim army, and later as leader of the Muslim army. This change of heart was something 
even the mighty warrior couldn’t resist. For, however great Khalid’s struggles on the battlefield, 
his greatest struggle took place within his own heart.

ISBN: 9781597843799
Size: 5  x  7½  / 72 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES: 
Khalid Ibn Al-Walid

Ömer Yılmaz

This book is as much about Prophet Muhammad, pbuh, as it is about his grandsons, Hasan and 
Husayn, may Allah be pleased with them, for truly, they were inseparable. From the moment of 
their births, grandfather and grandsons delighted in each other’s company on a daily basis; he 
finding rest and relaxation in their company, and they revelling in the unconditional love he lav-
ished upon them. The reader will gain a delightful insight into this special family relationship of a 
grandfather who dotes on his grandsons, but never neglects to teach and educate them in good 
manners, right living and a sincere concern for the afterlife.

ISBN: 9781597843782
Size: 5  x  7½  / 64 pages
Paperback /  $9.95

THE AGE OF BLISS SERIES:
Hasan and Husayn Ibn Ali

Ömer Yılmaz

The Luminous Life of Our Prophet is a book which aims to keep fresh the noble personality of the 
last Prophet by giving insights into his family life as a loving father and husband, into his social life 
as a leader and mediator, and his spiritual life as a devoted servant of Allah the Almighty.

ISBN: 9781597843102
Size: 5½  x  8¼  / 368 pages
Paperback /  $14.95

THE LUMINOUS LIFE OF OUR 
PROPHET

Reşit Haylamaz
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AWAITING THE PROPHET SERIES

Nurefşan Çağlaroğlu

Vividly illustrated and narrated in simple language accessible to young children, this packaged 
collection of short stories recounts the birth and childhood of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). 
These stories recount the wondrous and miraculous events the people of Mecca and Medina 
witnessed, and that foretold the holy mission Muhammad would assume when he grew up.                                                                                    
The Beautiful Baby, Let It Rain, The Sheltering Cloud, The Child Who Lit Up the Desert, The Happy 
Lambs, The Night of Wonders

ISBN: 9781597849357
6 stories / 16 pages each in one volume
Size: 8½  x  8½ /  Ages 5 to 9 / 4 colors 
Paperback / $16.95
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STORIES OF THE PROPHETS
IN THE HOLY QUR’AN

Shahada Sharelle Abdul Haqq
(Illustrator & writer)
Ruth Woodhall (Writer) 

This inspiring collection of illustrated stories offers an Islamic take on the lives and missions of fa-
miliar prophets. Through these Islamic renditions, children are made keenly aware of the impor-
tance of certain virtues-steadfastness, patience, and honestyexhibited by religious role models in 
the Qur’an, including Abraham, Moses, Noah, and Jesus, and the prophets’ willingness to endure 
hardship as a means to an honest life.

ISBN: 9781597841337
Size: 10½” x 8” / 120 pages / Ages 9 to 12
4 colors illustrations / Hardcover / $22.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846509 / $9.99
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Exploring the birth period of Islam, this biography focuses on one of the most prominent and 
respected Muslim women in history, Khadija, the wife of the Prophet Muhammad. Addressing 
both her devotion and her leadership roles in Mecca, this book shines light on a figure who is an 
inspiration to women, both Muslim and nonMuslim alike.

ISBN: 9781597841214
Size: 4⅛ x 7⅛ / 96 pages / Paperback / $7.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846489 / $6.99

KHADIJA BINT KHUWAYLID:
The First Muslim and the Wife
of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)

Reşit Haylamaz

This book is about Abu Bakr, the first Caliph to rule the world of Islam after the Prophet had 
passed away. More important than his achievements as a state leader was his close compan-
ionship with Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him; in fact, this relationship 
was so close that the Prophet referred to him as “alSiddiq,” the Truthful One, due to his peerless 
faithfulness to the Prophet and his message.

ISBN: 9781597842501
Size: 4⅛ x 7⅛  / 175 pages
Paperback / $8.95

ABU BAKR AS-SIDDIQ: 
The Pinnacle of Truthfulness

Reşit Haylamaz

Umar ibn al-Khattab, the second one of the Four Rightly-Guided Caliphs, was rather tough against 
injustice and violence, but he was rather gentle when it came to any matter related to religion 
and kindness. His exemplary life is depicted with lots of narrations and anecdotes.

ISBN: 9781597842815
Size: 4⅛  x  7⅛ / 172 pages / Paperback / $9.95 
E-book ISBN: 9781597846509

UMAR IBN AL-KHATTAB: 
Exemplary of Truth and Justice

Arif Ulu
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This book is a biography of this one of the leading figures of the Islamic advent, for whom the 
Prophet said, “Everyone will have a friend in paradise and my friend there will be Uthman.”

ISBN: 9781597842679
Size: 4⅛  x 7⅛ / 94 pages
Paperback / $6.95

UTHMAN IBN AFFAN: 
Bearer of Two Pure Lights

Ferruh Akın

SEERAH/COMPANIONS

Ali ibn Abi Talib is the fourth Caliph of Islam, but he is the first to remember from among all the 
Companions of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) as far as bravery is concerned. This book brings 
to life the biography of this unique hero of Islam, the gallant lion of the fields, the standard-bearer 
of the heroes, and the pir, or spiritual guide, of believers. 

ISBN: 9781597842532
Size: 4⅛  x  7⅛ / 160 pages
Paperback /  $8.95 

ALI IBN ABI TALIB

Reşit Haylamaz

Zayd ibn Haritha, an emancipated slave of the Prophet, was a sincere friend and a loyal servant. 
This book tells us the exemplary life story of this distinguished Companion, Zayd ibn Haritha who 
is a role model for everyone to realize their human potential.

ISBN: 9781597842481
Size: 4⅛  x  7⅛  / 88 pages
Paperback / $6.95 

ZAYD: 
The Rose that Bloom in Captivity

Reşit Haylamaz
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NOBLE WOMEN OF FAITH: 
Asiya, Mary, Khadija, Fatima

Shahada Sharelle Abdul Haqq

Best of women: Asiya, Mary, Khadija, Fatima.

Imam Ahmad recorded that Ibn Abbas said: “The Messenger of God drew four lines on the ground 
and said, ‘Do you know what these lines represent? The best among the women of Paradise are 
Khadija bint Khuwaylid, Fatima bint Muhammad, Maryam bint Imran, and Asiya bint Muzahim.’”

Asiya: The daughter of Muzahim, wife of the Pharaoh
Mary: The virgin mother of Prophet Jesus, peace be upon him
Khadija: The first wife of Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him
Fatima: The fifth child of Prophet Muhammad and Khadija

God has promised the highest level of Paradise to these women. The truth, wisdom, and lessons 
to be learned in these stories are from the Almighty God, and any mistake or shortcomings is from 
me. I have known suffering and adversity in my life, so it has been a great honor to translate the 
stories of these great mothers in Islam for you. 
Islamic tradition praises Asiya, Mary, Khadija, and Fatima as the four women who showed mon-
umental examples of excellence in faith. This book depicts the lives of these four remarkable 
women of the human history.

ISBN: 9781597842686
Size: 7½  x 10½  / 32 pages
20 plus images 4 colors
Hardcover / $12.95
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